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Abstract

Un-physical energy deposits can be measured in the calorimeters and subsequently clustered into jets.
For example, this energy may be due to instrumental malfunctions or beam noise. CMS makes every
effort to remove such energy deposits before jet clustering. This study aims at identifying, after jet
reconstruction, forward jets that are dominated by un-physical energy. The main goal is to provide a
safety net that identifies any excess of unusual that passed the noise filters within the reconstruction
chain, e.g., due to unforeseen detector effect.

The study is focused on jets that include energy from the forward hadronic calorimeter, HF. These jets
are outside the coverage of the CMS tracker, and thus only pure calorimetry is used in those regions.

The properties of forward jets in the 2009 commissioning data and in 2 TeV and 7 TeV inclusive
dijet Monte Carlo were studied. Reconstruction was done with CMSSW 3 3 x. Resulting cuts are
classified in finer detector regions, and four sets are recommended: loose or tight, with or without
using the quality bits supplied by the HCAL DPG.

This study continues, and for forward jets supersedes, AN 2009/087.



1 Introduction
There are several sources of fake unphysical energy that might arise in the CMS calorimeters like noise, hot cells,
or occasional malfunction of the detector electronics. Additionally, beam backgrounds such as beam-pipe and
beam-gas collisions, can yield energies unrelated to any hard collision. The identification of jets dominated by
unphysical jets was studied and documented in Ref. [1]. That work has proved useful in commissioning the early
collision data [2], and is continued here for forward jets, that is those that include energy from the forward hadronic
calorimeter, HF. For such jets, the results here supersede those obtained in earlier work.

As in Ref. [1], we focus on rejecting jets dominated by un-physical energy, rather than energy deposits that do not
arise from QCD processes such as photons, electrons and τ leptons. Such “QCD jet identification” is not addressed
in this note. The desired ID should be as simple as possible, to ease maintenance and validation of applicability
as detector and reconstruction performance change. There is a great variety of possible jet ID variables, and many
additional choices on parametrizations, combinations, etc. The goal is to build robust sets of cuts that will be usable
long term, rather than to fine tune the current rejection. These cuts must have high efficiencies, above 95% and for
the loose cuts above 98%, for almost all kinematics. Such high efficiencies limit any biases that may complicate
the interpretation of selected samples. High efficiencies are also crucial if these criteria are to be used in analyses
with many jets in the final states, e.g., the six jet final state of all-hadronic top decays.

An exception is made in that well motivated cuts are allowed to have higher inefficiencies at (corrected) pTs below
20 GeV. See Ref. [3] for general arguments why such jets are normally not useful.

A new element, which was not yet available in the studies of Ref. [1], is the use of the quality bits supplied by the
HCAL [4] (and ECAL [5]) DPG. At this time the ECAL DPG does not recommend using these bits, which barely
affects this HF-oriented study. These bits summarize the results of the low-level 1) noise rejection algorithms.
These algorithms flag suspicious reconstructed hits (RecHits) by the type of suspicion (e.g., signal arrived late,
saturation) and by its severity. Highly suspicious RecHits are excluded from jet clustering, but many RecHits are
flagged only as suspicious and are not excluded from the jets. This information is useful for jet ID. For example,
we will show that it is best to reject a jet that contains several RecHits, when all of them are flagged by the “LS”
bit, which notes suspicious asymmetry between the long and short fibers in the HF.

The HF is outside the coverage of the CMS tracker, and thus only pure calorimetry is used in reconstructing forward
jets. It is currently not clear how these jet ID criteria can be applied to particle-flow jets, as their reconstruction
and data-format differ than that for calorimetry jets (CaloJets).

The properties of forward jets in the 2009 commissioning data and in 2 TeV and 7 TeV inclusive dijet Monte Carlo
were studied. In particular, jets collected in the 900 GeV runs when the detector was ready for data taking (“physics
declared”) but that fail the usual hard collision requirements proved to be useful noise-enriched sample.

For sets of cuts are recommended: loose or tight, with or without using the quality bits supplied by the HCAL
DPG. It is expected that the criteria that use the quality bits supplied by the HCAL DPG will be rendered obsolete
as those underlying tools evolve.

All studies presented in this note are based on jets reconstructed with the AntiKT [6] jet clustering algorithm, with
a jet size parameter of R = 0.5. Reconstruction was done with CMSSW 3 3 x, which includes the “scheme6”
calorimetry thresholds [7], and the energy measurements of the HO detectors are not taken into account. All studies
can easily be repeated with other jet algorithms, tower thresholds, or with the HO energy deposits included in the
clustering.

2 The CMS Detector
A detailed description of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment can be found elsewhere [8]. Figure 1
shows a schematic view of CMS calorimetry. The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a super-conducting
solenoid, of 6 m internal diameter. Within the field volume are the silicon pixel and strip tracker, the crystal
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and the brass-scintillator hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). Outside the solenoid
lies the hadronic outer calorimeter (HO), which is not used in this study. The calorimeter cells are grouped in
projective towers, of granularity ∆η × ∆ϕ = 0.087 × 0.087 at central rapidities and 0.175 × 0.175 at forward
rapidities, where η is the jet’s reconstructed pseudo rapidity, and φ its reconstructed azimuthal angle. Further
details of the barrel and endcap readout, as they relate to jet identification, can be found in Ref [1].

1) In the jet ID context, low level means before jet clustering.
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2

Detector regionsDetector regions
Jets classified by (hadronic) detector region:

HB: 0<|η|<1.0

BE: 1
.0<|η|<1.75

HE: 1.75<|η|<2.6

HF: 3.25<|η|

EF: 2.6<|η|<3.25

Figure 1: Schematic view of one quadrant of the CMS calorimetry (adapted from Ref [11]).

Besides the barrel (EB and HB) and endcap (EE and HE) detectors, CMS has extensive forward calorimetry (HF),
which covers the range 3.0 < |η| < 5.0. It consists of a large steel block which serves as the absorber, with
active quartz fibers running parallel to the LHC beam-line embedded. The energy measurement is based on the
detection of the Cherenkov light in the quartz fibers which is emitted by incident particles traversing the absorber.
The HF calorimeter provides twofold longitudinal segmentation as follows: half of the fibers run over the full
depth of the absorber (165 cm) and are referred to as long fibers, while the other half starts at a depth of 22 cm
from the front of the detector, referred to as short fibers. Long (L) and short (S) fibers are read out separately
and thus allow for showers induced by electrons and photons, which deposit a large fraction of their energy in
the first 22 cm, to be distinguished from those generated by hadrons, which tend to produce equal signals in both
calorimeter segments on average. The readout are arranged so that the readout of adjacent fibers of a particular
length (i.e. long or short) roughly points at the interaction region, so that one particle that penetrates the detectors
to directly reach the readouts can generate correlated showers in several adjacent towers with only one particular
length participating [10].

Following Ref [1] we start by considering three different |η| regions (shown in Fig 1) which are based on the
geometry of the CMS calorimeters in general and the HCAL in particular, taking into account that a jet extends in
η (and φ) beyond its axis:

• HE: 1.75 < |η| < 2.55 (endcap region)

• EF: 2.55 < |η| < 3.25 (transition region between endcap and forward)

• HB: |η| > 3.25 (forward region)

3 Conventions
To decouple the jet identification from the jet energy scale (JES) corrections, jet properties corrected for JES are
not used in the final jet ID criteria. We follow the usual practice of using E and pT to indicate

• physical, and hence JES (L2L3) corrected properties, when referring to the jet as a whole (as it would be
used in an analysis)

• the values measured, without any JES corrections applied, when referring to jet constituents (as used inside
RECO, and hence before JES).

When refering to the uncorrected jet kinematics, without any JES correction, we explicitly use Eraw and praw
T .

Natural units (c = 1) are used throughout.

The titles of plots of jet properties usually indicate the basic sample selection used: the use of all jets is indicated
by **, the use of the di-jet sample recommended in Ref [1] (tight, basic dijet selection) is indicated by DJ.
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In almost all of the two dimensional plots used to select the jet ID criteria as a function of pT or energy, we
normalize the events in each x slice (i.e. those parallel to the y axis) so that the maximal bin in each slice is one.
This allows us to see the details of the color-coded distributions even in kinematic regions with few events. The
first such plot is Fig. 12. This can be seen by the presence of a red bin in every column, and is also noted in the
figure captions.

4 Jet ID variables
The jet ID variables used in these studies are listed. They may appear in plots with a “tag” prefix or “jt” prefix, for
the tag and probe jets, respectively (see Ref. [1]).

Those calculated in the latest jet ID software but currently unavailable in CMSSW are marked with *. All jet ID
variables, by definition, are calculatable from the RECO format. Several of the existing jet ID variables, and all of
the new ones, can not be calculated from the current AOD format (see fEB etc. below).

Truth matching
All stable generated particles (from the standard RECO sequence genParticlesForJetsNoNu, used to create
the standard particle jets) that are within a cone of radius 0.5 around the reconstructed jet axis are considered as
matched to the jet. Currently this is only used to define the jet’s “generated energy fraction”:

fg =

∑
matchedparticlesEparticle

pT
, (1)

(see Fig. 2) and from it the generated jet pt, pgen
T = fgpT. Again, the pT is of the reconstructed jet after JES

corrections. These definition are particular to this analysis, and will not be exported to standard CMSSW.

Figure 2: Fraction of jet’s energy in matched stable particles (as defined in the text) in the 2.36 TeV MC sample.

Widths

1. jet-shape related

(a) σηη — the RMS of the jet’s ET-weighted η distribution, as calculated in the CMSSW Jet class

(b) σφφ — ditto for the φ distribution

(c) σtot =
√
σ2
ηη + σ2

φφ

2. tower counts

(a) ntower — number of towers (clustered into the jet)

(b) ntower
90 — minimal number of towers containing 90% of the jet energy (“n90” in CMSSW). Ignoring the

number of soft towers may make this a more robust variation of ntower.

3. reconstructed hits (RecHits) counts:

(a) nhit — number of RecHits (clustered into the jet)

(b) nhit
90 — minimal number of RecHits containing 90% of the jet energy
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Subdetectors

1. EM fraction, fEM — conceptually, the fraction of energy measured in the EM calorimetry. For HF towers,
CMS reconstruction interprets the difference between the energies from the long and short fibers (Elong and
Eshort) as EM energy (EEM = Elong − Eshort), and interprets twice the short fiber energy as hadronic
energy (Ehad = 2Eshort). This maintains Etower = EEM + Ehad, and yields:

fEM =
EEM

EEM + Ehad
=
Elong − Eshort

Elong + Eshort
= αLS. (2)

That is, in the HF the standard RECO the EM fraction is in fact the asymmetry between the long and short
fiber energies. Consequently, in the HF the EM fraction is reconstructed between -1 and 1.

2. * fEB, fEE, fHB, fHE, fHO, flong, fshort — fraction of energy in each subdetector, where the long and short
fibers are treated as separate subdetectors.

• To calculate these accurately, it is currently necessary to use the RecHit energies, as in the towers with
|iη| = 16 and 29 two hadronic subdetectors contribute (and in 29, also two “EM”, as some HF energy
is interpreted as EM energy) and the current CaloTower implementation tracks energy contributions
only with the granularity: EM, hadronic, HO.

• These replace some similarly names variables from Ref. [1], which were calculated from the CaloTowers,
and were therefore inaccurate.

• Though the energy from the HO is not clustered into the jet, the cells that would’ve been added are
kept track of, yielding positive fHO values. Regardless of fHO, the other subdetector fractions sum up
to one.

3. * fEC, fHF — short hand for fEC = fEE + fHE (end cap energy fraction) and fHF = flong + fshort (HF
energy fraction).

4. * fSD1, fSD2, fSD3, fSD4 — the subdetector fractions above, sorted in descending order. E.g. fSD1 is the
fraction of jet energy in the leading subdetector.

5. * fSD3+ — short hand for fSD3+ = 1− fSD1− fSD2 (energy fraction outside the two leading subdetectors).

Summarizing RecHit quality bits

• * fQ — the fraction of jet energy flagged by any of the quality bits.

• * fLS — the fraction of jet energy flagged by the “LS” bit [4].

• * fOOT — the fraction of jet energy flagged by at least one of the following timing-related bits:

– HF bits: “HFDigiTime”, “TimingSubtractedBit”, “TimingAddedBit”, “TimingErrorBit”, or “HFTim-
ingTrustBits” [4] (i.e. the 2 bit field has a value above 0)

– HB/HE bits: “HBHEPulseShape”, “HSCP R1R2”, “HSCP FracLeader”, “HSCP OuterEnergy”, “HSCP ExpFit”,
“TimingSubtractedBit”, “TimingAddedBit”, “TimingErrorBit”, or “HBHETimingShapedCutsBits” [4]
(i.e. the 3 bit field has a value above 0)

– EB/EE bits: “kPoorShape” and “kOutOfTime” [5].

• * fSAT — the fraction of jet energy flagged by saturation bits: “SaturationBit” [4], “kSaturated”, and
“kLeadingEdgeRecovered” [5].

• * nQ, nLS, nOOT, nSAT — the corresponding counts of the number of RecHits flagged.

• * nQ, nSD
LS , nSD

OOT, nSD
SAT — the corresponding counts of the number of subdetectors (contributing to the jet)

with flagged RecHits.

The HB/HE and ECAL summaries are merely first attempts, as no detailed study of their performance was made.
Furthermore, the ECAL DPG discourages the use of these algorithms at this time [5].

Summarizing CaloTower quality bits
Similar jet ID variables summarize the information available at the CaloTower level [9], but as they do not
separate issues by type (e.g. long-short asymmetry, timing, saturation) and this separation proved to be of some
use, their performance was not studied in detail.
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5 Samples
5.1 Data
We select data events from the 2009 LHC run from the /MinimumBias/BeamCommissioning09-Dec14thReReco_v1/RECO
dataset with the following requirements:

• run number: 123977, 123985, 124009, 124020, 124022, 124023, 124024, 124027, and 124030. These runs
are at a center of mass energy of 900 GeV. Run 124120 with a center of mass energy of 2.36 TeV was
processed, but due to low statistics was not used in these studies — all the data shown will be from the
900 GeV runs. This is often marked on the plots as in the short hand “n9” (for two thousand and Nine, 900
GeV).

• not flagged by the L1 technical trigger bits as a beam halo (bits 36-39).

• CMS was ready for physics taking (“physics declared” trigger bit).

We mark events where a beam crossing (bit 0) occured and where a beam coincidence, as measured by one of the
Beam Scintillation Counter technical bits (bits 40-41), occured as “Good Beam” data. The data that fails the “Good
Beam” criteria is marked as “Quiet Time”. This choice proved satisfactory, but for future studies it is preferable to
concentrate on a quiet time selection based solely on the beam crossing, which will suppress elastic collisions.

The data samples were corrected using the JES derived for 900 GeV, which was not measured for |η| >≈ 4.1.
This has little effect on the analysis, since we aim to define the selection criteria using uncorrected 4-momenta.
It is worth noting that for low pT jets with |η| >≈ 3.5 the JES is typically below one, and around one for
praw
T ≈ 10 GeV.

Jets from the following hot-spots were ignored in all studies:

• 1.63 < φ < 1.7 and 1.523 < η < 1.528

• −1.365 < φ < −1.325 and 2.625 < η < 2.83

5.2 Monte Carlo
We use simulated inclusive dijet events, generated by PYTHIA. As PYTHIA is a 2 → 2 (parton-shower) generator,
these samples are also referred to as dijet samples. We use the following datasets:

• 2.36 TeV sample (appears in some plots as “mc2”) -
/QCDDiJet_PtXXXtoYYY/Summer09-DESIGN_3X_V8A_2360GeV-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO, where
XXX and YYY are the p̂T bin edges (0, 15, 20, 30, 50, 80, 120, 170, Inf).

• 7 TeV sample (appears in some plots as “mc7”) -
/QCDDiJet_PtXXXtoYYY/Summer09-MC_31X_V9_7TeV-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO, where XXX and
YYY are the p̂T bin edges (0, 15, 20, 30, 50, 80, 120, 170, 230, 300, 380, 470, 600, 800, 1000, 1400, 1800,
2200, 2600, 3000, 3500).

The samples are weighted to equalize the integrated luminosity simulated in each p̂T bin, as in Ref. [1].

6 Preliminary studies
6.1 The samples and their content
Since the simulation includes some detector noise, we require selections to enhance the fraction of “signal” jets,
i.e., those dominated by physical energy. This can be done using the tag and probe method of Ref. [1], as we plan to
do for data, but this greatly reduces the available statistics especially at praw

T <≈ 15 GeV. A more direct approach
is to use the MC truth information to “truth match” the jets to generated stable particles. We require fg > 0.6.
The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 3. Several calorimeter-based 2) properties were checked and found to be

2) This is in contrast to a peculiar result from the studies of the efficiencies of various tracking requirements on jets in the
barrel and endcap regions, where at all pTs tag and probe selection yielded higher simulated efficiencies than truth matching
based selections.
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consistent between the samples (for example Figs. 5, 6, and 7), and thus in this study we concentrate on the truth
matched sample. In many of the plots this is indicated by the short hand “Ca tm” which stands for “Cuts: All jets
(rather than just tag and probe) and Truth Matching”.

Figure 3: Simulated spectra of MC signal samples of forward jets selected by either the truth matched (fg > 0.6)
(on the left) or the tag and probe (on the right).

The pT, ntower, fEM, and fQ distributions for the “good beams” and “quiet physics” data samples are shown in
Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7. It is already clear from these plots that a cut of ntower > 1 will reject most data jets and
accept > 99.9% of simulated physical jets, a conclusion based on the fact that the spectrum of the data and “truth
matched” samples all drop rapidly at praw

T > 10 GeV. As for the sample composition, the higher noise component
in the “quiet physics” sample, relative to the “good beams” sample, is indicated by narrower jets, by a larger
fraction of jets with extreme (zero or one) EM fractions, and by larger fractions of RecHits flagged by the HCAL
DQM quality bits.

The sample compositions are particularly clear when ntower is plotted as a function of pT, as in Fig. 8. Both data
samples contain a component that is similar to the simulated signal jets (i.e. physical jets from the hard-scatter),
and a distinct component of narrow jets which we interpret as background. However, the “good beams” sample
is dominated by the signal-like jets, while “quiet physics” sample is dominated by background component. This
leads us to treat the “quiet physics” sample as an effective background sample when optimizing selection criteria.

Figure 4: Spectra of forward jet in the “good beams” (left) and “quiet physics” (right) data samples.

The energy contributions from various types of problems flagged by the quality bits are shown in Fig. 9. The
corresponding MC plots are in Fig. 10. We see that the “LS” flags dominate and offer a fine separation of signal
from noise, saturated energies are negligible, and that timing problems (summed over all the bits listed in Section 4)
are over-simulated.

Figure 11 compares the jets identifiable via fLS and/or via fEM.
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Figure 5: Number of towers in forward jets in the “good beams” (top left) and “quiet physics” (top right) data
samples, and in the “truth matched” (bottom left) and “tag & probe” 2.36 TeV MC sample (bottom right).

Figure 6: EM fraction for wide (ntower > 2) forward jets in the “good beams” (top left) and “quiet physics” (top
right) data samples, and in the “truth matched” (bottom left) and “tag & probe” 2.36 TeV MC sample (bottom
right).
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Figure 7: Fraction of the jet’s energy in RecHits flagged by the quality bits in the “good beams” (top left) and
“quiet physics” (top right) data samples, and in the “truth matched” (bottom left) and “tag & probe” 2.36 TeV MC
sample (bottom right).

Figure 8: Fraction of the jet’s energy in RecHits flagged by the ”LS” quality bits vs. the fraction interpreted as EM
energy, for forward jets containing more than one tower and with praw

T > 10 GeV, in the “good beams” (top left)
and “quiet physics” (top right) data samples, and in the “truth matched” 2.36 TeV MC sample (bottom).
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Figure 9: Fraction of the jet’s energy in RecHits flagged by the various types quality bits in the “quiet physics”
data sample. From top to bottom, left to right: timing problems, long-short asymmetry, saturation, flagged energy
that is NOT flagged as long-short asymmetry.

Figure 10: Fraction of the jet’s energy in RecHits flagged by the various types quality bits in the 2.36 TeV MC
sample (no signal enhancement is used). From top to bottom, left to right: timing problems, long-short asymmetry,
saturation, flagged energy that is NOT flagged as long-short asymmetry.
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Figure 11: Fraction of the jet’s energy in RecHits flagged by the ”LS” quality bits vs. the fraction interpreted
as EM energy, for forward jets containing more than one tower and with praw

T > 10 GeV, in the “good beams”
(top left) and “quiet physics” (top right) data samples, and in the “truth matched” (bottom left) and “tag & probe”
2.36 TeV MC sample (bottom right).
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6.2 Which counting variable
In the previous section we saw that background jets tend to be extremely narrow. Several width variables are
available, as listed in Sec. 4. In the context of multi-tower noise rejection, these variables are the analogues of the
isolation variables used in tower-based (low level) noise rejection algorithms.

The RMS based variables, σηη and σφφ, are less stable to the addition of a soft hit away from the jet center than
variables which count the jet constituents. The simplest counting variables are ntower and nhit. The ntower

90 and
nhit

90 are even more robust to such additions, and may ignore such additions altogether. We expect such additional
energy beyond what is apparent in our sample

• due to additional collisions, which we expect as the instantaneous luminosity increases during the life time
of the LHC, and

• due to additional QCD showering in the in the busiest and most energetic collisions which are of the most
interest to the physics program, and may be underrepresented in our inclusive MC samples,

and thus consider a variables stability in the face of such additional energy to be an important consideration.

Therefore we consider only the simple counting variables for the main cut, and will examine the RMS based
variables as possible additional cuts in Sec. 7.1.5. Fig. 12 shows the separation offered by the counting variables.
We conclude that the best separation is achieved by counting the number of hits. This is in contrast to the barrel
and endcap regions where nhit

90 was the most powerful variable [1][2].

6.3 The end-cap to HF transition region
The transition region between the end-caps and the HF is particularly challenging. On the signal side, the standard
RECO EM fraction mixes together the end-caps EM fraction with the HF’s long-short fiber asymmetry. These two
variables are quite different from the jet ID perspective. In particular, they have a different range, so that jets with
fEM = 0 can either be highly suspect HE energies unseen by the EE, or perfectly normal HF jets. Of course, we
should not have to guess whether the energy clustered into the jet is from the end-cap calorimeters or from the HF.
This information is made available by the corrected subdetector fractions introduced in Sec. 4.

A subtler, and far less important effect, is that the jet locations can be biased by the geometry. The best example
of this effect are the HF hits at the towers with |iη| = 29 — these towers are shielded by the HE, and energy seen
there is likely to be due to lateral shower development from the nearby HF towers with |iη| = 30.

On the background side, the transition area contains both noise patterns typical to the end-cap calorimeters (e.g.
HPD discharges) and those typical to the HF. But the presence of several detectors can also help, as there is no
evidence for noise that is correlated between the end-cap calorimeters and the HF. Pure noise jets will be either
entirely in the end-cap or entirely in the HF, while physical jets can deposit energy in both systems.

Thus the best case scenario is:

1. jets dominated by HF energy (fHF > 90%?) can be treated as HF jets,

2. jets dominated by end-cap energy (fHF < 10%?) can be treated as “HE” jets,

3. the rest are noise free.

The last item (and the preceding paragraph) are verified in Figs. 13 and 14. The only noise jets observed with
0.1 < fHF < 0.9 are very soft, with praw

T < 2.6 GeV.

The properties of jets in the “EF” directions which are to be treated as end-cap jets are shown in Fig. 15. They
display typical HE noise distributions, with most hard jets arising from from HPD discharges.

The properties of jets in the “EF” directions which are to be treated as HF jets are shown in Fig. 16. They display
typical HF noise distributions, with suspiciously narrow hard jets and with many of the wider hard jets dominated
by RecHits marked as suspicious by the “LS” quality bits.

This verifies that the best case scenario is correct — the jets in the transition region can be classified for jet ID
purposes by the fraction of their energy from the HF. Jets with extreme fHF values (fHF < 0.1 or fHF ≥ 0.9) can
be treated as belonging to the corresponding detector region, and those with an intermediate fHF value are almost
noise free.
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Figure 12: Choosing a counting (width) variables. The left column shows the “quiet physics” data sample, and the
right column the “truth matched” 2.36 TeV MC sample. x slices are normalized.
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Figure 13: Fraction of jet energy from the HF for the “quiet physics” data sample (left), and the “truth matched”
2.36 TeV MC sample (right).

Figure 14: Fraction of jet energy from the HF as a function of the jet’s raw pT for the “quiet physics” data sample
(left), and the “truth matched” 2.36 TeV MC sample (right). The bottom plot is of the 7 TeV MC sample and its x
slices are normalized.
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Figure 15: Properties of EF jets with fHF < 0.1 in the “quiet physics” data sample: number of towers (top
left), number of towers as a function of pT (top right) and the EM fraction (bottom left), φ location for jets with
praw
T > 10 GeV (bottom right).

Figure 16: Properties of EF jets with fHF ≥ 0.9 in the “quiet physics” data sample: number of hits as a function
of pT (left), and fLS as a function of pT for jets containing more than one tower (right).
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7 Choosing the cuts
Having defined the effective inner edge of the HF, as suitable for jet ID optimization, we now optimize the jet ID
in the HF and (new, effective) EF regions.

7.1 HF
Jets below pT = 20 GeV are of little interest. There are some general arguments in Ref. [3], to which we should add
that for HF jets there is currently no interest is using such soft jets, and that in the absence of tracking information
it seems doubtful that the jet energy resolution, and other jet reconstruction efficiencies, can be commissioned.

For |η| = 3.0, around the inner edge of the HF, this translates to an energy of≈ 200 GeV; for |η| = 5.0, around the
forward edge it translates to E ≈ 1500 GeV. This large range makes the choice of whether to parametrize by praw

T

orEraw important. Many jet properties come from shower development within the calorimeter, which scales as the
energy of the incoming particles. Thus our first choice is normally to parametrize by the energy, which Ref. [12]
proved is very efficient for lower level HF noise clean up.

To verify stability across this large |η| range, we study the distributions separately for |η| < 3.8 (HFa region) and
for |η| ≥ 3.8 (HFb region).

7.1.1 Number of hits

The signal-noise separation of the nhit variable depends on the parametrization used, as shown in Figs. 17 and 18.
We further see that, as expected, a parametrization by praw

T will not be stable across the HF. What is more surprising
is that a parametrization by Eraw isn’t completely stable either, there is some dependency on the collision energy
(see also Fig. 19), and there’s an abundance of jets with an even nhit in the HFb region.

The even nhit feature is due to jets with extremely high |η|. Their pT s are typically below 10 GeV, and their
energies above 200 GeV. The nhit behavior is detailed in Fig. 19. It is not unreasonable for these kinematics: the
angular granularity in the φ − η plane is at its coarsest at high η, so the jets hit only a few cells, and have enough
energy to reach the short fiber associated with any long fiber they hit.

Fortunately, these fairly useless jets do not interfere with the nhit distributions when the latter are parametrized by
praw
T . In this parametrizations they join the other low praw

T jets for which no effective nhit cut exists. This leads us
to parametrize the nhit cut as a function of praw

T , in the two |η| regions HFa and HFb.

The cuts basically follow the distributions of the (x slice normalized) 7 TeV MC sample distributions. Their
simulated efficiencies are shown in Fig. ??.

7.1.2 αLS

The distributions of the αLS (EM fraction in CMSSW) variable as a function of Eraw, for jets wide enough to pass
the loose nhit cut defined above, are stable across the HF (see Fig. 21). We thus cut on αLS as a function of Eraw,
as shown in Fig. 22.

The cuts mostly follow the distributions of the (x slice normalized) 7 TeV MC sample distributions. Their simu-
lated efficiencies are shown in Fig. 23.

7.1.3 Fraction flagged as LS-bad

The distributions of the fLS variable as a function of Eraw, for jets wide enough to pass the loose nhit cut defined
above, are not quite stable enough across the HF to allow using the same cuts throughout. However, the differences
are small enough that a parametrization in Eraw should suffice when split into the usual two regions, HFa and HFb
(see Fig. 25). We thus cut on αLS as a function of Eraw in two detector regions. Figs. 25 and 26 show the cuts in
the HFa and HFb regions, respectively.

The cuts follow the distributions of the (x slice normalized) 7 TeV MC sample distributions. Their simulated
efficiencies are shown in Fig. 27.
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Figure 17: Distributions of nhit for HFa jets when parametrized by Eraw (left) and praw
T (right) for the “quiet

physics” data sample (top), 2.36 TeV MC sample (middle), and 7 TeV MC sample (bottom). The black lines
indicate the recommended cuts.
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Figure 18: Distributions of nhit for HFb jets when parametrized by Eraw (left) and praw
T (right) for the “quiet

physics” data sample (top), 2.36 TeV MC sample (middle), and 7 TeV MC sample (bottom). The black lines
indicate the recommended cuts.
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Figure 19: Distribution of nhit for the |η| regions corresponding to the three most-forward rings in the HF (most
forward at top, 2nd-most forward middle, 3rd-most bottom) for the truth matched 2.36 TeV MC sample (left) and
the 7 TeV MC sample (right).
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Figure 20: Simulated efficiencies of nhit cuts for the 7 TeV MC sample. Loose on the left, tight on the right. HFa
at the top, HFb at the bottom.

Figure 21: Distributions of αLS for HFa (top) and HFb (bottom) jets when parametrized by Eraw, for the “quiet
physics” data sample (left), and 7 TeV MC sample (right). x slices are normalized.
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Figure 22: Distributions of αLS as a function ofEraw for HF jets in the “quiet physics” data sample (left), 2.36 TeV
MC sample (middle), and 7 TeV MC sample (right). x slices are normalized. The black lines indicate the recom-
mended cuts.

Figure 23: Simulated efficiencies of αLS cuts for the 7 TeV MC sample. Loose on the left, tight on the right. HFa
at the top, HFb at the bottom.
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Figure 24: Simulated efficiencies of αLS cuts for the 7 TeV MC sample, after the corresponding nhit cut. Loose
on the left, tight on the right. HFa at the top, HFb at the bottom.

7.1.4 Fraction flagged with timing issues

7.1.5 η and φ widths

7.2 The end-cap to HF transition region
Unlike in the HF, in this |η| region parametrizations byEraw and praw

T are almost equivalent, and we used whichever
one is convenient.

7.2.1 nhit
90

7.2.2 EM fraction
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Figure 25: Distributions of fLS for HFa (top) and HFb (bottom) jets when parametrized by Eraw, for the “quiet
physics” data sample (left), and 7 TeV MC sample (right). x slices are normalized. The black lines indicate
the recommended cuts for HFa jets. They are drawn at the same locations on all plots, in order to highlight the
differences between the HFa and HFb.

Figure 26: Distributions of fLS for HFb jets when parametrized byEraw, for the “quiet physics” data sample (left),
and 7 TeV MC sample (right). x slices are normalized. The black lines indicate the recommended cuts.
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Figure 27: Simulated efficiencies of fLS cuts for the 7 TeV MC sample. Loose on the left, tight on the right. HFa
at the top, HFb at the bottom.

Figure 28: Simulated efficiencies of fLS cuts for the 7 TeV MC sample, after the corresponding nhit cut. Loose on
the left, tight on the right. HFa at the top, HFb at the bottom.
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8 Jet ID criteria
8.1 Recommended criteria
The proposed cuts are based into the classification of jets into detector regions as described in Section 6.3 and [1].
For quick reference, we list them again:

• HB: jets with |η| < 1.0

• BE: jets with 1.0 ≤ |η| < 1.75

• HE: jets with 1.75 ≤ |η| < 2.6 and also jets with fLS < 0.1 and 2.6 ≤ |η| < 3.4.

• EF: jets with 2.6 ≤ |η| < 3.4 and 0.1 ≤ fLS < 0.9.

• HFa: jets with |η| < 3.8, and either 3.4 ≤ |η| or both 2.6 ≤ |η| and 0.9 ≤ fLS.

• HFb: jets with 3.8 ≤ |η|.

The “pure09” cuts, based purely on the jet properties, are:

• loose:

– nhit > 1 + 2.4 (ln praw
T − 1) in HFa, and

nhit > 1 + 3 (ln praw
T − 1) in HFb (no cut in EF).

– 0.6 + 0.05 max (0, 9− lnEraw)1.5 > αLS > −0.2 − 0.041 max (0, 7.5− lnEraw)2.2 in HF (no cut
in EF).

• tight:

– nhit > 1 + 2.7 (ln praw
T − 0.8) in HFa,

nhit > 1 + 3.5 (ln praw
T − 0.8) in HFb, and

nhit
90 > 1 + 1.5 max (0, ln praw

T − 1.5) in EF jets.

– 0.5+0.057 max (0, 9− lnEraw)1.5 > αLS > max
(
−0.6,−0.1− 0.026 max (0, 8− lnEraw)2.2

)
in

HF, and fEM > max
(
−0.9,−0.1− 0.05 max (0, 5− ln praw

T )2
)

in EF.

As usual, both fEM and αLS refer to the quantities stored as “EM fraction” in CMSSW, but the different
symbols stress the clean interpretation that is possible only in the HF.

– σηη and σφφ are both in the range
(
10−10, 0.12

)
.

The “dqm09” cuts add to the cuts above cuts based on the HF RecHit quality bits, as provided by the HCAL
DPG in CMSSW 3 3 X:

• loose:

– fLS < min
(

0.9, 0.1 + 0.05 max (0, 7.5− lnEraw)2.2
)

in HFa, and

fLS < min
(

0.6, 0.1 + 0.065 max (0, 7.5− lnEraw)2.2
)

in HFb (no cut in EF).

– fOOT < 0.9 for HF jets (no cut in EF).

• tight:

– fLS < min
(

0.6, 0.05 + 0.045 max (0, 7.5− lnEraw)2.2
)

for HFa,

fLS < min
(

0.1, 0.05 + 0.07 max (0, 7.8− lnEraw)2
)

for HFb, and

fLS < min
(

0.8, 0.1 + 0.016 max (0, 6− ln praw
T )2.5

)
in EF.

– fOOT < 0.5 for HF jets (no cut in EF).
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At this time, the CRAFT08 cuts [1] are recommended for general usage in the barrel and endcap regions. One of
the “tight” cuts used a JES corrected pT. The pT threshold originated in the expected signal distributions, which
evolve slowly with pT, allowing us to define it equally well as a function of praw

T . This will avoid any dependence
of the new jet ID criteria on the JES. We now use instead, as part of the “tight” jet ID for “BE” and “HE” jets
the requirement that if praw

T > 55 GeV, fEM must be less than one. This updated version will be used for the
efficiencies in the next section. It should be noted that the jet commissioning studies [2] indicate that cuts σηη and
σφφ, as well as tighter cuts on nhit

90 , can help. However, the efficiency of the tight nhit
90 cut used in those studies is

too low for general usage.

For completeness, the jet ID cuts for in the central regions (HB, BE, HE, as defined above) are:

• minimal: fEM > 0.01.

• loose:

– the minimal cut

– nhit
90 ≥ 2, that is, a jet that has > 90% of its energy from a single channel is rejected

– fHPD < 0.98, where fHPD is the fraction of the jet’s energy from the hottest HPD [1].

• tight:

– the loose cuts

– for jets with praw
T > 25 GeV, require fHPD < 0.95

– For “BE” and “HE” jets (1.0 ≤ |η| < 2.6) with praw
T > 55 GeV, require fEM < 1.
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8.2 Simulated inefficiencies
In these section we show several simulated inefficiencies, that were measured in the 7 TeV, using the remapping
techniques described in Ref. [1]. Since there is insufficient data to compare the data and simulated efficiencies,
there is little to gain from the tag and probe technique of Ref. [1], and much statistics to lose. Instead, we enrich
our samples in signal jets by requiring truth matching (fg > 0.6). The truth matching requirement has no effect
in the HG for praw

T > 10 GeV (see Fig. 2). To avoid any pT related bias of the jet properties, the inefficiencies are
measured in bins of the generated jet pT (pgen

T ), and are then remapped according to the average pT in each pgen
T

bin.

At the analysis level, detector regions are best defined purely in terms of η. The overall efficiencies are thus shown
in the following detector regions:

• EFold: jets with 2.6 ≤ |η| < 3.25.

• HFl: jets with 3.25 ≤ |η| < 3.8 (“l” stands for Low η).

• HFb: as before, jets with 3.8 ≤ |η|.

The region names reflect in which iteration of the jet ID they arised. Ihis is useful in the context of this note, but
will be cumbersome moving forward. Meanwhile, the plots spell out the actual cuts: Figs. 29 and 30 show the
efficiencies of the “pure09” and “dqm09” jet ID criteria, respectively.

9 Summary

10 Thanks
I thank Philipp Schieferdecker, Magdalena Malek, Grzegorz Brona, Marek Zielinski, Regina Demina, and Kon-
stantinos Kousouris for their help and advice.
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Figure 29: Simulated efficiencies of “pure09” cuts for the 7 TeV MC sample. Loose on the left, tight on the right.
EFold at the top, HFl middle, and HFb at the bottom.
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Figure 30: Simulated efficiencies of “dqm09” cuts for the 7 TeV MC sample. Loose on the left, tight on the right.
EFold at the top, HFl middle, and HFb at the bottom.
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A Change log
v1.0 - first complete version
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B Jet ID implementation
The code to produce and analyze the “jet ID n-tuples” is in the JetMETAnalysis/JetID. Until the version in
cvs is updated, the ad-hoc code is available in
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/AmnonHarelJetID

This includes an update of the JetIDHelper class introduced following Ref. [1], to accurately calculate the
subdetector energy fractions.

C Software
The code used for the analysis consists of

• A CMSSW module that write out a root file (CaloJetIDAnalyzer, which is an edm::EDAnalyzer), with
some auxiliary tools, and configuration files. The root files contain the main jet ID n-tuple and a few debug-
ging histograms.

• An updated version of the JetIDHelper class, used by the CaloJetIDAnalyzer.

• A set of plotting / analysis compiled macros. In particular,

– the CINT macro file usejs.c is used to load the macros when entering the CINT interpreter. It prepares
instances of jet_studies_input that contain the various samples (abstract TFile / TChain and
add labeling for legends and output file names).

– the jet_studies class is the main class that organizes the various plots.

– the on class contains and parses the input arguments common to most methods of jet_studies.
In particular, it contains the cuts on jet directions, pT (or Eraw, or pgen

T , etc.), and additional cuts (e.g.
whether to use the di-jet selection, cuts on nhit). The primary role of this class is to provide named
arguments to jet_studies using the “train wreck” technique.

– the plots in this note serve as usage examples — the command lines to make them are listed in latex
comments before each plot.

• A small compiled macro that modifies the jet ID trees to supply the correct weights as a function of p̂T

(fillXsec.c).
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